Once there was

a taniwha

A story by Joseph Potangaroa
and illustrated by Mikis van Geffen

Once there was a taniwha
A taniwha who lived in water
He could change shape and
helped people all around
the Wairarapa

There was a big taniwha
A big taniwha
who showed people where it was dangerous to
swim at Riversdale

There was a little taniwha
A little taniwha
who helps people in rivers

There was an octopus taniwha
An octopus taniwha who told people to be
careful at Castlepoint

There was a taniwha
who lived in a log
A taniwha who lived in a log
and showed how fast the
water was in Lake Ferry

And you know what
The taniwha is still at all these places
to help you and me.

Taniwha, a legendary monster that stalks
unsuspecting prey along waterways or a
guardian that watches over those under its
protection?
Whatever image a person thinks of when they hear ‘taniwha’ the
essence of the many facetted concept has been with Māori since
the beginning of time. Today people are more likely to think of a
huge ferocious lizard yet in Māori history taniwha came in many
shapes and sizes. Sometimes taniwha were helpful spirits without
a physical body or even the means by which curious children were
warned away from danger. A treacherous bend on a river that was
the lair of a taniwha, other peoples might say the home of a troll
or bogeyman, kept all but the most mischief children far away.
In the Wairarapa we have our own taniwha and supernatural
beings.

Learn more
If you would like to learn more about Wairarapa taniwha you can
go to http://education.rangitane.iwi.nz/
To get to taniwha stories follow the menu stories - taniwha
You can read legends about taniwha throughout the Wairarapa
Region.
You might like to visit some of the taniwha as a family or as a
group. Please remember taniwha are there to remind us that a
piece of water can be dangerous.
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